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Davie's career stretches back more than sixty 

years, to some remarkably accomplished 

paintings and drawings made when he was a 

teenager in Edinburgh in the 1930s. His activities 

as a printmaker have been intermittent but 

concentrated. He made a series of monotypes and 

a couple of linocuts in the late 1940s and early 

1950s; a number of colour lithographs in the mid-

1960s and 1970s; and then relatively little apart 

from a portfolio of prints made in the late 1980s. 

Until 1999 nearly all his printmaking had been 

confined to the medium of lithography. Then, at

the age of eighty, he embarked upon a major

campaign of screenprinting, working with the 

master printmaker Kip Gresham at Gresham

Studio, near Cambridge from which these pieces 

come.

Extracts from an essay by Patrick Elliott Senior Curator of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, printed in the 2002 catalogue



Cueva Negra, 2001   
9 colour screenprint on Somerset U.K. Textured 300gm

Edition of 30 with 5 artist’s proofs, 2 printers’ proofs and 2 archive copies

Printed by Kip Gresham and Jan Wilkinson, 

Published by GSL

Paper 75.5 x 86.5 cm, Image 56 x 68.5 cm.



“The edition numbers of these prints are small 

because the subtlety of Davie's drawing pushes 

the medium to its limits requiring stencils that are 

very fragile. For collectors of Davie 's work, this 

body of prints offers many wonderful pieces from 

which to choose.”

Extracts from an essay by Patrick Elliott Senior Curator of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, printed in the 2002 catalogue



Ra Drak (Variation II), 2000

2 colour screenprint on Somerset U.K. Textured 300gm

Edition of 30 with 5 artist’s proofs, 

3 printers’ proofs and 2 archive copies

Printed by Kip Gresham and Matthew Gresham, 

Published by GSL

Paper 73 x 87 cm, Image 58 x 70 cm.



The new prints are very strong, Davie in the classic mode. 

They have all the mystery, poetry, wide ranging references 

and certainty of touch which have become hallmarks of 

this remarkable artist.
Extracts from an essay by Patrick Elliott Senior Curator of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, printed in the 2002 catalogue



To a Celtic Spirit II, 2001       

6 colour screenprint on Velin Arches 300gm

Edition of 30 with 5 artist’s proofs, 

3 printers’ proofs and 2 archive copies

Printed by Kip Gresham, Ian Wilkinson 

and Craig Rogers-Jones, Published by GSL

Paper 75 x 97 cm, Image 51.5 x 76 cm.



Screenprinting is a process which suits Davie well. The 

clarity and density of the colour, together with the wide 

range of tonal information, allow his drawing free rein while 

offering real opportunities for experimentation. 

Extracts from an essay by Patrick Elliott Senior Curator of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, printed in the 2002 catalogue



Rune Reader I, 2001     

3 colour screenprint on Velin Arches 300gm

Edition of 30 with 5 artist’s proofs, 

3 printers’ proofs and 2 archive copies

Printed by Kip Gresham, Jan Wilkinson 

and Craig Rogers-Jones, Published by GSL

Paper 76 x 89 cm, Image 57 x 69 cm.



The nature of the collaboration is very close to 

Davie 's experience in playing jazz and free form 

music; all those involved are dependent on one 

another and experimentation is at the heart of the 

activity. This type of interaction had first been 

explored by Davie whilst working with the 

Matthieu studio on the Zurich Improvisations in the 

1960's, a body of lithographs which had an 

enormous international impact. His considerable 

reputation as a printmaker has its roots in these 

amazingly inventive lithographs. Now that Davie 

has embraced screenprinting another journey has

begun.

Extract from an essay by Patrick Elliott Senior Curator of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, printed in the 2002 catalogue



Earth Spirit Dance, 2001       

2 colour screenprint on Arches Cover 300gm

Edition of 30 with 5 artist’s proofs, 

3 printers’ proofs and 2 archive copies

Printed by Kip Gresham, Jan Wilkinson 

and Craig Rogers-Jones, Published by GSL

Paper 76 x 89 cm, Image 57 x 69 cm.



Davie is often clubbed together with the Abstract 

Expressionists, but this slightly misses the point. He 

is a Surrealist at heart. Like the Surrealists he is 

drawn towards chance, the irrational and the 

unconscious. If the meaning of his work is elusive, 

that is precisely the intention. The world is a 

mysterious, magical place and it is in keeping that 

Davie's pictures offer mysterious new worlds for the 

viewer to enter and travel within.

Extracts from an essay by Patrick Elliott Senior Curator of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, printed in the 2002 catalogue



Rune Reader II, 2001 £840 inc VAT

11 colour screenprint on Velin Arches 300gm

Edition of 30 with 5 artist’s proofs, 

3 printers’ proofs and 2 archive copies

Printed by Kip Gresham, Jan Wilkinson 

and Craig Rogers-Jones, Published by GSL

Paper 76 x 89 cm, Image 57 x 69 cm.
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